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Abstract. Tremendous progress in nanomechanical testing and modelling has been made during the last
two decades. This progress emerged from different areas of materials science dealing with the mechanical
behaviour of thin films and coatings, polymer blends, nanomaterials or microstructure constituents as
well as from the rapidly growing field of MEMS. Nanomechanical test methods include, among others,
nanoindentation, in-situ testing in a scanning or transmission electron microscope coupled with digital
image correlation, atomic force microscopy with new advanced dynamic modes, micropillar compression
or splitting, on-chip testing, or notched microbeam bending. These methods, when combined, reveal the
elastic, plastic, creep, and fracture properties at the micro- and even the nanoscale. Modelling techniques
including atomistic simulations and several coarse graining methods have been enriched to a level that allows
treating complex size, interface or surface effects in a realistic way. Interestingly, the transfer of this paradigm
to advanced long fibre-reinforced polymer composites has not been as intense compared to other fields.
Here, we show that these methods put together can offer new perspectives for an improved characterisation
of the response at the elementary fibre-matrix level, involving the interfaces and interphases. Yet, there are
still many open issues left to resolve. In addition, this is the length scale, typically below 10 micrometres,
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at which the current multiscale modelling paradigm still requires enhancements to increase its predictive
potential, in particular with respect to non-linear plasticity and fracture phenomena.
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1. Introduction

The field of mechanics of polymer-based composites has dramatically evolved since the turn
of the millennium. This evolution was doped and structured by the multiscale approach of the
mechanical behaviour of materials. Multiscale modelling is indeed today the preferred paradigm
to link materials characteristics to their end-use properties, and to combine into a single vision
the materials science quest to develop better materials and the structural mechanics objective to
accurately predict the integrity of composite components. The core of the multiscale approach
relies on the development of micromechanics-based models, scale transition formalisms, and the
necessary accompanying numerical methods that allow integrating the fibre-matrix elementary
level up to the full composite level [1–5]. The computational modelling methods have been
supplemented by rich new experimental data emerging from 3D in situ tomography [6–8] and 2D
or 3D digital image/volume correlation methods (DIC/ DVC), see e.g. [9–13]. These experiments
provide an invaluable source of information to build physical scenarios for the deformation
and failure history and to validate the models, supplementing classical macro-mechanical tests.
Recently, multiscale modelling approaches have been aided by machine learning methods to
accelerate the simulations and/or the optimisation analysis [14–16].

Nevertheless, many fundamental questions remain regarding the material response at the
lower length scale, which is the one of the fibre-matrix elementary volume – i.e. typically below
10 micrometres. Outstanding questions include:

(1) (a) Is the local mechanical behaviour of the matrix similar to the behaviour measured
on bulk thermoset or thermoplastic samples? Contradictory data have been re-
ported and will be discussed in the paper. When a difference is found between bulk
and “in-between fibres” behaviour, the next two questions ensue:

(b) Is the matrix material located in micrometre-sized volumes in between closely
spaced fibres intrinsically different in terms of, for instance, molecular mass, cross-
linking density, anisotropy, degree of crystallinity in thermoplastics or free volume
as a result of the specific local curing conditions?

(c) Or is the difference in behaviour the result of a mechanical confinement effect that
modifies the development of plasticity, similar to a strain gradient plasticity effect in
metals, see e.g. [17], also known to play a role in polymers [18]?

(2) Are the fracture mechanisms in the matrix comparable to those occurring in bulk sam-
ples and if not, what are the fundamental failure mechanisms within the matrix? In bulk
specimens, fracture is often dominated by the nucleation of microcracks on micrometre-
sized defects [19] that are not observed in confined matrix regions. Recent reports show
that an epoxy resin specimen of small dimensions can be very ductile compared to a
larger bulk specimen [20–23].
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(3) What is the mechanical response of the interface and interphase region between the
fibre and matrix? An interphase layer, modified by the presence of fibre sizing and by
the associated change of polymerization conditions, is known to develop near the fibre
surface. The literature indicates such region thickness to range from a few nanometres
to micrometres. The load transfer to the fibre, the possible plastic localisation and
the resistance to decohesion will be considerably affected by the elastic and plastic
characteristics of this interlayer with respect to the surrounding matrix.

(4) What is the link between the nature of the interphase layer and the possibility of a
preferential path for diffusion and/or for ageing leading to evolving mechanical strength
and damage resistance?

(5) What is the internal stress field existing at the scale of the confined matrix after curing, if
any, and how does it relax with time?

(6) The longitudinal tensile failure of composites is, to a large extent, determined by
the Weibull fibre strength distribution and by the stress redistribution resulting from
the failure of individual fibres. Some outstanding open questions include a possible
“in-situ” Weibull fibre strength distribution that differs from that measured in the tests
conducted in dry fibres/tows, and the magnitude of stress concentration gradients across
undamaged fibres located close to a broken one [24, 25].

Convincing quantitative answers to these questions could significantly enhance both the
predictive capabilities of multiscale models and the capacity to pro-actively guide composite
design towards novel principles for tougher materials.

The natural approach available today is to address the previous questions by borrowing from
nanomechanical methods developed mainly for other material classes and, for some of them,
from the solid state physics community, and apply them at the scale of interest, as schematically
shown in Figure 1. Nanomechanical methods involve on the experimental side: nanoindentation
mapping, quantitative atomic force microscopy (AFM) mapping, push-in or push-out tests,
in-situ testing in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) combined to DIC, in-situ testing by
x-ray microtomography coupled to DVC, micropillar compression from focused ion beam (FIB)
machining; and on the modelling side: molecular dynamics (MD) studies, mesoscale shear
transformation zone (STZ)-based models (developed in the context of transition state theory,
borrowed from solid state physics) and advanced viscoelastic viscoplastic models with or without
length scale dependencies. Some of these methods also provide information about the chemistry
and structure of the polymer matrix.

The objective of this paper is to describe how some of these nanomechanical approaches can
be and have been applied at the fibre-matrix elementary level, and how they can be combined
to develop a more quantitative understanding of the local mechanical behaviour. The paper will
not provide definitive responses to the questions raised above – and that will certainly remain
on the roadmap for many years to come –, but will deliver some guidelines on possible answers.
The presentation will illustrate the messages with results from our own studies, involving some
already published data as well as some new results1, while obviously recognising that more and
more groups worldwide are working on this subject. A vast majority of these examples will focus
on a standard composite material system comprising an epoxy matrix (RTM6) and carbon fibres
(CF), which is a material system widely used in aeronautical applications.

1 The new results concern the size effect observed in nanoindentation, the analysis of the constraint effect associated
to the fibres affecting the extraction of the modulus from nanoindentation data, and the fibre push out tests obtained on
this system.
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Figure 1. Description of some nanomechanics-based methods to quantitatively investi-
gate the response of the matrix-fibre elementary volume, involving the confined matrix,
the interphase layer, the interface with fibre and the fibre.

2. Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation allows the non-destructive measurement of several mechanical properties such
as hardness and elastic indentation modulus at the micro- and nanoscales, and the extraction of
constitutive model characteristics through inverse modelling [26, 27]. In a nanoindentation test,
a sharp pyramidal (or conical) tip with a radius of curvature typically below 100 nm penetrates
into the material under load, followed by an unloading sequence, see Figure 2a. Classical nanoin-
dentation can be defined as a depth-sensing indentation (DSI) method. The continuous stiff-
ness measurement (CSM) mode, which superimposes an oscillatory displacement on the main
loading, is used to continuously measure hardness and elastic modulus and can be used to per-
form nano-DMA tests. This is necessary in polymers, for which indentation size effects similar
to metals are usually observed [26, 28, 29]. The common theoretical approach to extract stiffness
and hardness from the load-displacement curve is based on the Oliver and Pharr method [30]
following the work of Sneddon [31]. This method gives the contact area based on the actual in-
dentation depth hc evaluated using the sink-in correction of the material around the indenter, see
Figure 2a. In case of pile-up, the model by Loubet et al. is considered to be more appropriate [32].

The use of nanoindentation for the characterisation of pure polymer specimens remains a
topic of controversy in the literature [33, 34] as the elastic modulus extracted with this method
is often higher than the one determined with macroscale tests on the same polymer sam-
ples [34–36]. The difference is sometimes attributed to Oliver and Pharr’s theoretical approach,
which relies on elastic contact mechanics to describe a viscoelastic material. Additionally, the ef-
fects of pile-up under the indenter due to plasticity, viscoelasticity, hydrostatic stress and fibre
constraint strongly affect the measured properties by, for instance, over– or underestimating the
contact area. Hence, these factors cast doubt on the inherent accuracy of the material property
measurement via nanoindentation [37]. Several models and correction factors have been pro-
posed to address this issue: these allowed some authors to get corrected modulus values lying
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Figure 2. Application of nanoindentation to extract stiffness and hardness of polymer ma-
trix in near-fibre confined volumes; (a) principle of nanoindentation; (b) example of hard-
ness and elastic stiffness data in highly cross-linked RTM6 epoxy measured by nanoinden-
tation, comparing bulk and confined values - the fibre constraint factor is the distance to
fibre normalized by indentation depth; (c) finite element simulation of nanoindentation to
account for and deconvolute the fibre constraint effect.

within ± 5% of the values obtained via macro-scale tests [36,38]. Size effects also affect the inden-
tation response: a decrease of hardness and modulus values is detected in the first few hundreds
of nanometres below the surface, until a plateau is reached at a threshold depth. This size effect
can be attributed to both length scale dependent elasticity and/or plasticity effects, and to inter-
actions with the intrinsic dimensions of the polymer structure such as the radius of gyration of
the molecules [39–42]. Hence, despite these unresolved challenges, nanoindentation measure-
ments have been used to feed FE simulations [38,43,44], showing the potential of combining this
approach with more advanced matrix continuum constitutive models.

The determination of the in-situ properties of polymer matrices within fibre-reinforced poly-
mer composites (FRPs) adds another level of complexity to the nanoindentation data extraction.
As indicated in the introduction, the presence of fibres in FRPs affects the curing process of the
matrix, potentially modifying its mechanical properties within matrix pockets. A difference in
property measured by nanoindentation on pure polymers vs. FRPs using the exact same prod-
uct has been repetitively reported, the latter exhibiting higher hardness and modulus even when
the aforementioned correction factors are accounted for [45, 46]. Finite element studies demon-
strated that a sub-surface stress transfer mechanism between the matrix and the fibres is present,
giving rise to an extrinsic fibre constraint effect, which must be deconvoluted to determine any
true changes of the material properties [47, 48], see Figure 2c. Hence, it is important to consider
matrix pocket size, fibre proximity and indentation depth when measuring the in-situ proper-
ties of a composite matrix. Recently, Chevalier [49] studied the mechanical response of an epoxy
matrix (RTM6) within carbon fibre unidirectional (UD) composites. The indentation results on
pure RTM6 were in good agreement with other earlier studies [28, 39, 50], see Figure 2b. The bulk
indentation results were compared with the ones in resin-rich composite pockets, with the lat-
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ter providing 20% higher hardness and elastic modulus values. By looking at the effect of the
distance to the closest fibre, the hardness was found relatively insensitive to the fibre constraint.
FEA results related this observation to a decrease in the sink-in amplitude close to the fibres. Con-
versely, the modulus proved to be significantly impacted by fibre proximity. Finite element anal-
yses based on an advanced classical continuum elasto-viscoplastic model [51] reproduced with
fidelity both effects, see Figure 2c. However, the FEA does not quantitatively capture the higher
absolute hardness values measured in the composite specimens with respect to those obtained
in the pure polymer, even in large matrix pockets where the plastic zone below the indenter is
not influenced by the closest fibres, see Figure 2c. Furthermore, it is obvious that the FEA – which
is based on a model with no internal length – scale does not capture the size effect at lower in-
dentation depth, except if considering an unrealistically blunt indenter tip. The size effect at low
indentation depths thus most presumably results from the constrained mobility of the polymer
chains under the indenter, calling for more advanced constitutive model developments.

Ultimately, these studies highlight the limits of classical nanoindentation protocols to deal
with polymeric materials. Nonetheless, progress in instrumentation and the use of FEA allow the
determination of valuable microscale properties that can be used to either elucidate the underly-
ing deformation or feed multiscale FE models. Finally, note that the minimum penetration depth
required to provide reliable results in classical DSI is rarely much below 100 nm. This leads to
probed volumes with characteristic dimensions close to or just below one micrometre, making it
inappropriate to determine gradients of properties in the expected interphase region between fi-
bre and matrix and giving one reasons, among several others, to look for Atomic force microscopy
(AFM)-based methods.

3. Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy [52] is used for the surface analysis of materials at the nanometre
scale. AFM probes consist of a flexible micro-cantilever terminated by a microscopic tip with a
nanometric apex that interacts with the surface. As the scanning probe encounters modifications
of the surface topography and/or different materials, the tip-surface interaction forces vary,
causing variations of the vertical deflection of the cantilever (contact mode) or modifying the
oscillation parameters of the cantilever (tapping™ mode). Topographic imaging of the sample
as well as mapping of some physical properties (e.g. elastic modulus) can be derived from these
variations of the cantilever deflection or of its oscillatory behaviour. Note that hybrid DSI-AFM
systems also exist, where the indenter tip also serves as a scanning probe: it is dragged over the
surface before and after indentation in order to obtain topographic images. The main advantage
of this technique is the possibility to locate flat regions well-suited for indentation. However, the
topographic image of the indented surface is often of poor quality, due to the indenter damaging
the sample surface during scanning [33]. In the same idea, interfacial force microscopy (IFM) was
developed in the early 1990’s [53]. The tip radius is similar to that used in the hybrid DSI-AFM
systems, but smaller forces may be applied during indentation leading to less surface damage
and better spatial resolution [33]. AFM has been used since the 1990’s in the field of composite
materials for the micro– and nanoscale analysis of matrix properties [54, 55] and the mechanical
characterisation of interphases [56–69]. As shown in Figure 3, subtle property variations can
occur over nanometric distances in such systems (e.g. degree of matrix curing [54]), which asks
for excellent spatial resolution involving both measurement sensitivity and accuracy. With a
nominal tip radius generally close to or smaller than 10 nm, AFM can provide nanoscale spatial
resolution [69], see Figure 3. Yet, until the late 2000’s, mechanical mapping with AFM mostly
led to qualitative results. Phase imaging in tapping™ mode could yield “relative stiffness maps”
with excellent contrast, but the phase signal could hardly be related to any intrinsic material
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Figure 3. Characterisation of polymer-based composites by AFM: (a) instrumentation and
length scales, (b) applications and (c) current limitations.

property [58, 70] as it depends on the energy dissipation during the tip-sample contact (which
itself may be due to several properties of the material). Force-modulation AFM (FM-AFM) [71]
and force-volume imaging [72] were the first methods developed in the 1990’s [33, 56–58] for
performing mechanical mapping with AFM. However, generating images in force-volume mode
was very time-consuming [70, 73] and imaging in force-modulation mode led to erroneous
modulus values due to the tip and surface damage induced by the contact mode and to the
variation of the contact area when the tip scanned regions of different rigidity [58].

Since then, many other modes have been developed with the objective of being able to quan-
titatively map mechanical properties in a reasonable amount of time. All these modes are based
on a vertical modulation of the probe position, either at one of its resonance frequencies or
off-resonance. For example, the PeakForce tapping mode (PFT, off-resonance mode) [73] and
the HarmoniX™ mode (resonance mode) [74] both allow, after proper calibration, a quantita-
tive mapping of various mechanical properties (modulus, adhesion, indentation, etc.) simulta-
neously with a 3D topographic imaging of the surface [67, 69, 75]. Smaller indentation forces (in
the pN to nN range, see e.g. [67, 69, 70, 73]) are used compared to nanoindentation techniques
(µN range [56, 58]), which also improves spatial resolution and measurement sensitivity and ac-
curacy. Two examples of nanoscale quantitative mapping performed on composite-related sam-
ples are illustrated in Figure 3:

(1) an assessment of modulus homogeneity in a partially-cured RTM6 epoxy matrix [54] and,
(2) a mechanical characterisation of the interphase region in a fibre-reinforced methacrylic

composite.

Yet, limitations remain when it comes to the quantitative characterisation of composite con-
stituents with AFM. Most of them are similar to those encountered in DSI (see Section 2),
though the impact on measurement accuracy is much more localised in AFM. First, measure-
ment artefacts may lead to an overestimation of the modulus close to the fibre-polymer inter-
face [64, 66–69]. As observed in DSI, the tip may either hit the fibre (“probe effect”) or sense the
influence from the fibre (“fibre bias”) while indenting the matrix, which may mask the intrinsic
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interphase behaviour. FE modelling of the AFM indentation experiment has been performed for
several composite systems in order to quantify the influence of these effects on modulus calcula-
tion [64,66–69]. In all cases, the impact of the fibre bias and probe effects on modulus values were
limited to the first tenths of nanometres of the interphase region, see Figure3c. The correspond-
ing modulus values were either corrected using FEA [64, 67–69] or discarded [66]. These studies
also revealed a dependency of the impacted zone size upon various factors, e.g. matrix and rein-
forcement moduli, peak load value and nominal radius of the AFM tip [66, 68]. Note that, in gen-
eral, the size of the interaction volume in AFM (i.e. the size of the zone mechanically affected by
the contact with the tip) conditions both the spatial resolution and sensitivity of the mechanical
measurements [70, 76]. It should be adjusted depending on the purpose of the AFM experiment,
knowing that a larger interaction volume tends to improve the property contrast and accuracy of
the mechanical mapping at the expense of spatial resolution [70].

Finally, sample preparation for AFM analysis of composite surfaces is more challenging than
for DSI, as surface roughness interferes even more strongly with measurement accuracy [58, 66,
77]. In particular, differential erosion between the reinforcement and matrix materials should be
mitigated during the polishing step [66]. As shown in Figure 3c, differences in height up to 150
nm between the fibres and the matrix are commonly observed on composite surfaces studied
by AFM, and these are generally not accounted for when interpreting results or performing FE
simulations of the experiment [62,69]. Yet, an abrupt variation in surface slope at the fibre-matrix
boundary could induce artefacts in the topographic image [77] and lead to erroneous modulus
values close to the fibre surface as the tip-surface contact area does not actually correspond to the
one assumed by the model used to extract the mechanical properties. Proposed solutions to limit
differential erosion during preparation include ion milling [66], and the replacement of polishing
pastes with diamond lapping films.

Over the past twenty years, composite interphases have been extensively characterised us-
ing semi-quantitative nanoscale techniques such as AFM. Interphase thickness and mechanical
properties appear to strongly depend upon the type of fibre and fibre sizing used for compos-
ite manufacturing. Hence, interphase thickness may vary from a few nanometres for unsized fi-
bres [78, 79], to 20-500 nm for sized carbon fibres [78–81]) and even up to 0.5-10 µm for sized
glass fibres [58, 62, 65, 82–85]. Some interphases appear more compliant than the matrix mate-
rial (possibly due to the preferential adsorption of certain resin components onto the fibre sur-
face) [58, 78, 81, 83, 85], while others demonstrate intermediate response with respect to the fibre
and matrix materials [69, 79, 84].

4. In situ mechanical testing in SEM coupled to DIC

Digital image correlation (DIC) is a non-contact optical method that allows tracking displace-
ments over the deformed surface of a material. The principle relies on a correlation process us-
ing the grey level intensity of subsets of a pattern present on the material surface, each being
unique, and distanced by a certain subset spacing [9, 86, 87], see Figure 4a. The pattern can ei-
ther result from surface features inherent to the material (e.g. fibres in composites) or from de-
position of small particles, resulting in a speckle pattern. At the macro and mesoscales, DIC is a
popular technique to characterise the deformation of materials, including fibre-reinforced com-
posites (FRPs) [11–13, 88]. Recently, DIC has also been applied at the microscale, combined with
in-situ testing within a scanning electron microscope (SEM), to quantitatively investigate defor-
mation and fracture processes. However, the use of micro-DIC in the study of FRPs remains lim-
ited due to practical challenges, encompassing equipment limitations (in-situ testing in a SEM),
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cumbersome specimen preparation (machining, polishing, speckle pattern deposition) and lim-
itations directly related to DIC itself and to the process of image acquisition (noise, image distor-
tion, polymer relaxation during interrupted tests) [89–91]. In bottom-up multiscale approaches,
the current micromechanical analyses on representative volume elements (RVE) at the ply level
essentially rely on matrix models, which are identified and validated at the macroscale on pure
polymer specimens. Additionally, fibre-matrix interface properties used in FEA often lack exper-
imental validation. Hence, micro-DIC is particularly relevant to challenge the validity of exist-
ing models at the constituent level, and to improve the accuracy of the FE predictions at the mi-
croscale, with direct impact on the predictive capabilities of multiscale approaches regarding the
macroscopic properties.

Canal et al. [92] first demonstrated the potential of micro-DIC for analysing FRPs by studying
the deformation mechanisms of a unidirectional (UD) E-glass/epoxy composite subjected to
transverse compression inside a SEM. At high magnifications, DIC qualitatively matched with the
displacement and strain fields over the region of interest (ROI) simulated by a FEA relying on an
elastic material behaviour. Strain localisation within small inter-fibre matrix ligaments were also
detected by DIC. Still, the average strains in each phase could not properly be quantified, as DIC
strains were under– and overestimated in the matrix and fibres, respectively, due to smoothing in
the correlation process at the fibre-matrix interface. The conclusion of this work was that DIC can
accurately determine the average composite strain over the ROI, but not at the individual phase
level.

Following the work of Canal et al. [92], Mehdikhani et al. [93] studied a UD glass fibre/epoxy
composite loaded in-situ in transverse three-point bending, focusing the ROI in the zone of
tensile deformation. They showed the importance of evaluating the errors related to micro-
DIC, such as speckle pattern quality, DIC parameters or charging effect of the fibres to ensure
a quantitative data, see Figure 4c. They accurately mapped the displacement and strain fields
with DIC, when compared to FEA maps considering an elastic matrix. The DIC maps also helped
to identify the regions subject to strain concentration, but failed to capture large strain variations
in confined spaces, such as in-between two close fibres (still due to smoothing). A subsequent
study by Mehdikhani et al. [94] showed that, using a high-quality speckle pattern, highly accurate
displacement and strain maps could be measured in hierarchical fibre-reinforced composites
(using carbon nanotubes (CNTs)), enabling the observation of debonding and CNT clusters.

Recent advances in the speckle pattern deposition allow producing consistent and controlled
nanoscale patterns using simple methods, such as physical vapour deposition or multi-layer
sputtering [95,96]. Additionally, improvements of the image correlation algorithms provide more
information on the initiation and evolution of fibre-matrix decohesion [97].

Ultimately, these studies illustrate the enormous potential of micro-DIC for studying the indi-
vidual behaviour of FRPs constituents. Based on the aforementioned developments, and driven
by the inability of micromechanical analyses using a validated model for the matrix [51] to repro-
duce transverse compression experimental results (i.e. matrix dominated composite response),
the more complex case of matrix plasticity at the scale of the fibres was also addressed [49, 98].
In-situ transverse compression tests performed on notched UD specimens in a SEM enabled di-
rect observation of strain localisation and cracking in the matrix at the microscale. FE models,
built from the ROI microstructures (and subjected to boundary conditions determined by the
DIC displacement field), were used to confront the experimental and simulated strain fields. The
FE maps generated using the macroscopic model of the matrix managed to reproduce the strain
field in larger matrix pockets, away from the constraint of close fibres. Reversely, in more con-
fined areas, FEA significantly under- or overestimated the strain field measured by DIC. In the
former case, the very high DIC strain amplitudes in the localisation band could be predicted by
the model only when suppressing the large strain re-hardening stage in the constitutive law, see
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Figure 4. Digital image correlation applied to polymer-based composites; (a) length scales
at play; (b) example of a carbon fibre-reinforced RTM6 composite [49]; (c) challenge related
to speckle quality [93].

Figure 4b. In the latter case, no significant strain localisation was observed by DIC in several areas
close to fibres, in disagreement with the model predictions. The key conclusion from these results
is the inability of a macroscopic model - that averages the lower scale deformation and damage
mechanisms in the matrix into a single continuum constitutive law - to accurately capture a mi-
croscale mechanical behaviour guided by local heterogeneities, which are either (1) inherent to
the material itself, (2) related to processing conditions or (3) related to the “disturbing” presence
of another constituent. Among other factors, this inability may be due to the absence of size ef-
fects in the constitutive model describing the matrix, or to a different material behaviour inside
the interphase region.

5. Fibre push-out

In FRPs, the quality of the interface between the matrix and the fibres is key to ensure proper
load transfer from the former to the latter, and thus to exploit the full potential of the fibres’ high
stiffness and high strength. Interfaces/interphases often constitute the locus of first damage in
the composites [99–101]. The fibre-matrix decohesion not only reduces the ability of the fibres
to carry the load, but debonded interfaces also become preferential sites for the initiation of
additional damage mechanisms, i.e. transverse cracking, delamination or fibre kinking [102,103].
Hence, the interfacial region has been the object of many studies, aiming both at understanding
its mechanical behaviour and delaying the onset of decohesion. As a proof of the role played
by the interfaces in the onset of damage in FRP, several authors reported an increase of the
mechanical performance of FRPs at the coupon level with the improvement of the fibre-matrix
interfacial adhesion (achieved by applying a chemical treatment called sizing to the surface of the
fibres) [102–105]. However, macroscopic tests fail at directly identifying the intrinsic properties of
this fibre-matrix interface. Even when the loading conditions aim at preferentially triggering the
fibre-matrix decohesion mechanism (e.g. interlaminar shear tests), the results only provide an
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indirect indication of the fibre-matrix bonding quality. The interface region is characterised by its
own chemical and structural and properties, which are different from those of the fibres and the
matrix. As a result, in micromechanical models, interfaces are usually incorporated as a third true
constituent of the composite, with its own material law. Thus, direct measurement methods are
heavily needed (1) to extract the necessary ingredients for micromechanical simulations (towards
accurate modelling of the composite at the microscale), and (2) to develop a testing framework
that would facilitate a direct quantitative comparison of interface properties as a function of, e.g.,
sizing type or ageing conditions.

In this respect, several experimental methods have been developed for the direct mechanical
characterisation of fibre-matrix interface properties. Some of them rely on the manufacturing of
a “model composite” consisting of a single fibre embedded in the polymer matrix, in particular
the single fibre fragmentation test [102, 106], the micro-droplet test [107, 108], and the single
fibre pull-out test [109, 110]. While these methods require careful specimen preparation, direct
interface properties can be extracted based on simplifying assumptions about the stress state
at the fibre-matrix interface. However, the main drawbacks of these experimental methods lie
in their inability to reproduce the real environment of the interfaces within the composite. As a
matter of fact, the interface properties depend on the processing conditions of the composite,
which dictate the physical and chemical properties of the matrix (i.e. cross-linking density or
crystallinity) and the build-up of thermal residual stresses [111–115] and are thus also dependent
on the local microstructure (i.e. fibre volume fraction). Moreover, the strong dependence of the
measured properties on the test set-up and test conditions are highlighted by the large scatter
observed when comparing the results obtained on similar systems with different methods [116].

As a consequence, the fibre indentation/compression test methods have emerged as an
attractive approach to locally extract the in-situ interface properties of the composite. A single
interface is selected on the polished cross-section of a composite laminate and loaded using
the tip of a nanoindenter. The fibre indentation tests are separated in two categories: the fibre
push-in and the fibre push-out tests. The latter differs from the former by the requirement of
carefully preparing thin slices of composite (< 100 µm in thickness) so that the fibre is totally
pushed out the specimen when the interface fails (see Figure 5a). Push-in tests do not require
the same demanding specimen preparation, but the interpretation of the results does not profit
from the conceptual simplicity of the push-out configuration [112]. The challenge to correctly
execute and interpret push-out test results is two-fold. On the one hand, it relies on meticulous
specimen preparation to produce material slices with controlled thickness and parallelism, as
well as mirror-like polishing. The boundary conditions for the mechanical loading step must be
chosen so as to reduce as much as possible the system compliance, ensuring the measurement
of the true interface stiffness and strength. For instance, nickel or copper grids with 50x50 µm2

wire spacing are appropriate to offer a rigid support to the specimens, while allowing the fibre
to be effectively pushed out of the bottom surface. On the other hand, the analysis of the results
is complex: the compliance of the set-up, the influence of the local environment (i.e. local fibre
volume fraction) as well as the different energy-dissipating contributions must be understood
and accounted for [115].

Figure 5b shows examples of fibre push-out results obtained for the carbon fibre-RTM6
system. The magenta curves are representative of low fibre volume fraction areas and the black
ones of densely packed regions. The load-displacement graph provides the overall response
of the volume element, while the time-displacement curves highlight the displacement jump
characteristic of final crack propagation at the interfaces. The curves also display a complex non-
linear shape, combination of matrix plasticity, crack initiation and propagation as well as friction.
Experimental procedures like the cyclic push-out test can help decipher the importance of each
contribution to the test response [116]. Still, while these methods are necessary to improve the
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Figure 5. Push out test applied to polymer-based composites: (a) micrograph of a typical
nanoindenter flat tip, schematic representation of the single fibre push-out test and micro-
graph of a debonded fibre at the end of a test; (b) micrograph showing indented fibres with
different surrounding configurations, load-displacement curves resulting from fibre push-
out tests and time-displacement curves showing the displacement jump characteristic of fi-
nal crack propagation; (c) 3D finite element simulation of a push-out test (equivalent plas-
tic strain in the matrix), typical bi-linear stress-displacement law for cohesive zones, load-
displacement curves from FEA with and without damage at the interface.

understanding of the sequence of events, FEA is always needed to extract the interface properties.
The post-processing of the results using FEA requires a careful understanding of the properties
that need to be implemented in the cohesive-zone models, which are the standard nowadays
for modelling interfaces, see Figure 5c. Indeed, as reviewed in earlier sections, modelling the
microscale behaviour of composite materials faces challenges related to the possible different
behaviour of the matrix at the microscale with respect to the macroscopic one, and to the
presence of an interphase region with unknown properties. Friction effects have already been
successfully incorporated into interface models [98, 117], but it remains to be determined if all
local effects must be included in the cohesive-zone models. To the authors’ knowledge, there is
still no consensus on the best practices to extract traction-separation laws from single fibre push-
out tests.

6. Mesoscale modelling via shear transformation zone (STZ) dynamics

The local large deformation response of the polymer matrix can play a primordial role in the
macroscopic deformation and failure behaviour of a FRP composite laminate. Classical methods
to simulate a laminate’s behaviour rely on a bottom-up multiscale modelling approach where
the simulated constitutive behaviour at a certain length scale (e.g. fibre diameter) is transferred
to a larger length scale of interest (e.g. ply thickness) via homogenisation techniques [118].
An ongoing challenge is to realistically model the inelastic deformation of the polymer matrix
at a length scale corresponding to the distance between the fibres (i.e. 0.1 µm to 10 µm).
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This is, as shown in Section 4, the relevant length scale at where intense localisation of the
polymer via shear banding is observed [27, 119, 120] followed or cooperating with damage and
interface cracking. On the one hand, one can make use of atomistic simulations such as (coarse-
grained) molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. These provide insight into the fundamental
deformation mechanisms dictating the polymer’s (visco)plastic deformation. However, due to
the high demand in computational power, constitutive MD models for polymers are typically
restricted to domain sizes in the order of 10 to 100 nm [121] and very short time scales. On
the other hand, there is a large amount of sophisticated (visco)elastic-(visco)plastic continuum
frameworks to predict the complex large deformation response of glassy polymers [122–127].
These models give good agreement to measured uniaxial stress-strain curves obtained via tests
on bulk specimens. However, they rely on a large number of largely phenomenological calibration
parameters, and model predictions for the deformation behaviour of the matrix at the scale of the
fibres have rarely been compared with micro-scale measurements, see [98, Section 4].

Mesoscale computational models based on STZ dynamics offer a practical avenue to bridge
typical simulation length scales of molecular dynamics and continuum models. The STZ frame-
work was originally developed by Argon [128,129] to predict the viscoplastic response of metallic
glasses. The theory assumes that the macroscopic inelastic deformation of an amorphous ma-
terial at a temperature T close to but below the glass transition temperature Tg is dictated by
thermally-activated local shear deformations of small material volumes. The attempt rate for
transformation of an individual STZ is calculated via transition state theory, where the activa-
tion energy barrier is calculated via Eshelby’s inclusion theory. Due to elastic interaction with the
surrounding matrix, the activation of an STZ may increase the probability for a neighbouring STZ
to transform. The resulting avalanche of sessile STZ activations may lead to localised flow in the
form of shear bands, which may ultimately lead to material failure. Extensive numerical [130–135]
and some indirect experimental [136–138] evidence exists for the inelastic deformation of metal-
lic and polymeric glasses at T/Tg < 1 (and at moderate strain rates) to be governed by STZ dy-
namics.

Recently, the UCLouvain team extended the mesoscale FE model developed by Homer and
Schuh [139–142] based on Argon’s STZ theory [128, 143] to predict the viscoplastic deformation
behaviour of polymeric glasses [120]. In brief, a linear elastic polymer matrix domain is discre-
tised into a plane strain triangular mesh. Each element forms an STZ in combination with its
neighbouring (node-sharing) elements, see Figure 6a. The average stress state of each STZ is cal-
culated at the start of an increment by solving the boundary value problem of an STZ-enriched
polymer matrix with an FE solver. The activation attempt rate of each STZ during this incre-
ment is dictated by the competition between mechanical energy provided by the homogenised
stress state and the free energy barrier ∆F for the deformation of the STZ within the elastic ma-
trix, see Figure 6b. The value of ∆F is calculated via Eshelby’s inclusion theory following Argon’s
approach [128, 129, 144]. We have modified this energy barrier calculation for the case of poly-
meric glasses; details are included in the work of Chevalier et al. [120]. A Monte Carlo method is
used to select the STZs that are activated within the increment. Selected STZs are subjected to
a pure shear eigenstrain γ0 in the direction of the maximum in-plane resolved shear stress and
the FE solver is used to compute the simulated domain’s equilibrium stress and strain state for
the next increment. The STZ model requires the calibration of only five parameters to predict
the uniaxial stress-strain response of a glassy polymer including the yield, softening, and hard-
ening regime [120]. Due to the simulated heterogeneous nature of the inelastic deformation, the
framework provides insight into typical phenomena observed in the large deformation response
of polymers including the non-linear unloading behaviour, the Bauschinger effect, as well as reju-
venation/ageing. In addition, model predictions can be used to study the nucleation and growth
of micro-sized shear bands in a deformed polymer matrix when confined by stiff fibres. This is
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Figure 6. STZ approach applied to polymers. (a) Finite element mesh of the polymer
matrix domain and illustration of the STZ assignment scheme: each element forms an STZ
together with its node-sharing elements. (b) Illustration of the simplified energy landscape
for deformation of an STZ in pure shear (via an eigenstrain of magnitude γ0). (c) Predicted
contours of constant maximum principle strain εI on a unidirectional fibre-matrix RVE in
displacement-controlled transverse compression; the applied displacements on the RVE
boundaries give an homogenised strain state equal to the homogenised strain state on a
region of a SEM image (d) taken during transverse compression of a unidirectional carbon
fibre-epoxy ply.

shown in Figure 6c, where predicted contours of constant maximum principle strain εI are shown
for a unidirectional fibre-matrix RVE loaded in transverse compression. The predicted distribu-
tion, orientation and width of the shear bands is in relatively good agreement with those ob-
served on in-situ SEM micrographs of a carbon fibre-epoxy ply loaded in transverse compres-
sion, see Figure 6d, while standard continuum modelling approaches fail to predict this micro-
sized shear band network as explained earlier [98]. In-situ SEM micrographs of transversally com-
pressed UD composites also indicate that microcracks nucleate and grow along the sites of the
localised shear-band type inelastic flow in the polymer matrix, see Figure 6d. Hence, the exten-
sion of the STZ model could potentially be used to study the failure of the composite material by
simulating the complex interaction between matrix-fibre interfacial fracture and damage in the
matrix due to intense shear localisation.

Despite the promising outlook, the use of STZ dynamics for the mesoscale modelling of the
large strain, inelastic constitutive behaviour of polymer glasses (and composites made thereof) is
still in its infancy. We conclude by identifying some challenges and opportunities. One avenue of
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future research includes the relation between the heterogeneous structural nature of the polymer
on the molecular scale and the STZ activation dynamics [145]. As discussed in Section 3, AFM
provides a powerful tool to probe the properties of a polymer matrix at the nano-scale. These
measurements indicate that (1) the elastic field landscape of an undeformed, fully cured epoxy
can be heterogeneous on the length scale corresponding to several STZs [54,120] and (2) property
gradients in the matrix close to the sizing-coated fibres exist. The effect of these phenomena on
the degree of localisation (and failure) of the deformed matrix close to the fibre is an excellent
case study for an STZ-enriched mesoscale model. From a more practical point of view, the
sensitivity of the model response to the values of its basic ingredients (e.g., the value of the
activation eigenstrain γ0 and of the activation volume) should be explored in more detail. This
could provide a sound basis for the calibration of an STZ-based mesoscale model for a material
system of interest. This calibration is typically guided by atomistic simulations (to provide, e.g.,
a physical range for the value of γ0) and uniaxial deformation tests on macro-sized samples
and/or (nano)indentation tests on small material volumes (to provide, e.g., a range for the
activation volume). However, the final selection of the values of these fundamental parameters
often remains a somewhat arbitrary stress-strain curve fitting task to date. Lastly, we note that
for elevated temperatures close to Tg , the viscoelastic response of the polymer matrix may play
a role in the cooperative organisation of activated STZs into shear bands. The role of viscoelastic
matrix relaxation upon STZ activation should be explored in more detail too.

7. Conclusion and perspectives

Four different nanomechanical testing techniques – nanoindentation, AFM, SEM-DIC, fibre push
in/out – and one mesoscale model based on STZ activation dynamics have been reviewed in the
context of a quantitative description of the local fibre-matrix response of polymer-based compos-
ites. Experimental and modelling results on a highly cross-linked epoxy resin (RTM6) reinforced
by CF have been highlighted to illustrate the methods but also to deliver the current state of un-
derstanding of the mechanisms in this reference system. These results confirm that although a
qualitative description of the mechanical behaviour can be obtained with classical continuum
models, yet many questions remain regarding the quantitative prediction of the viscoplastic,
shear banding and damage processes as related to the unknown precise nature/structure of the
material and interphase at the local fibre-matrix length scale.

Specific conclusions regarding each method have been provided inside each section. As a
general conclusion, it is essential to acknowledge that a combination of several of these methods
is needed to generate the full picture and shed light on the aforementioned issues, for instance:

• The interphase and confined matrix response (and thus AFM, nanoindentation and
a STZ-inspired mesoscale model) are needed to simulate the push-out test data and
identify, by inverse modelling, accurate interface properties;

• But, these interface failure properties are needed to simulate the in-situ SEM compres-
sion tests until fracture and make a quantitative comparison with DIC data;

• The STZ model could be used to identify the parameters of a coarse-grained cohesive law
for the interface region between the fibre and the matrix. This cohesive law can be used in
a continuum finite element model of a representative volume element of the composite.
To this end, an intrinsic traction-separation law for the interface should be combined
with an STZ mesoscale model that explicitly takes the interphase region surrounding the
fibre into account.

As indicated in the last example, challenges on scale transition methods in order to coarse
grain information from the sub-micrometre length scale also exist to properly account for the
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impact of these lower scale effects at the macroscopic level. Another important element not
addressed in the paper is related to the damage and fracture mechanisms in bulk resins, which
are known to be dominated by defects in the range of micrometres to tens of micrometres. Such
defects are not seen as dominating the matrix failure at fibre-confined matrix level, and care
should thus be taken not to extend, again, bulk data (for instance macroscopic fracture strains)
to the local level. Another important subject that could benefit from nanoscale investigation
concerns the ageing mechanisms taking place at the interface/interphase levels, and that could
be locally investigated by the methods above in order to develop less phenomenological ageing-
induced damage models.

Finally, the extensive list of approaches described and analysed in this paper is far from
being comprehensive. Atomistic simulations, x-ray synchrotron computed tomography (CT),
micro fibre pull-out or micropillar compression are among the other methods available that
could enrich the understanding of the local fibre-matrix response. In particular, in situ x-ray
CT already mentioned in the introduction [6–8, 146] provide invaluable information on the
sequence of damage events and interplay between failure mechanisms. For instance, Breite et
al. [147] very recently addressed interactions effects between fiber breaks at local cluster level
using ultrafast synchrotron CT scans, and Ni et al. [148], using the same technique, studied
the effects of nanoscale interlaminar reinforcement on the damage progression in double-edge
notched composite laminates. With the increasing resolution of synchrotron based tools one
can progressively look at deformation and fracture phenomena at submicron scale with these
techniques relevant for the fibre-matrix elementary length scale. The combination with digital
volume correlation method made possible by the dispersion of nanoscopic markers in the
matrix is nowadays offering the holy grail of extracting local 3D deformation fields together with
information on the failure process [149].
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